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in the original 1863 proclamation lincoln's words caused quite a stir, but only because he had not named the south as the perpetrators, having waited to publish his speech until after the first major battle of the war. for the south, the emancipation of the slaves
was the war's raison d'être. in the south, the yankees were the true aggressors, and the war was justified. in 1863, lincoln spoke to the north-west military district of the u.s. penitentiary at leavenworth, kansas. soon after, about half a million copies of the
proclamation were available for distribution. many were read by the average unionist and confederate. lincoln knew that his speech would have a powerful impact. the war had been a long and drawn-out struggle that would not be resolved by his single
pronouncement, however. the final words of his speech were: there are those who blame lincoln for the deaths of so many during the war, but i tend to think that lincoln never had any intention of killing millions of people during his presidency, or for that matter
his earlier years in the house. the war did not start as a battle over slavery, but when lincoln declared it to be a war to reunite the union, the conflict became not only about slavery but the very survival of america itself as a nation. the speech was not altogether
well-received in the south. some planters did not object to its moral stance but believed that a declaration of war would end the war quickly, and protect southern interests. lincoln knew that his words would be divisive, and that union would require sacrifice and
suffering on both sides. thousands of copies of the declaration were burned, after which newspapers were banned.
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.. "forward! to the rear, to the rear!" roared our leaders. our artillery began at once to fire upon them, which they returned, but with far less effect, it seemed to me, than that of our batteries on every hand. the assault was now pushed forward by all the forces of
the enemy; we resisted with some resolution, but in good order. the firing in our ranks increased, for this is always the case in a battle, when for a time the dispute is carried at double or treble quick time. just before dark, our whole line was broken and began
retreating in three different directions. i had not heard, and could not now recall, the command to retreat, but no sooner did the line receive it, than, my father being in the front line, the whole gave way. "i was not aware," said he, "that they gave any order to
retreat, or that the order came from my general. i was in the front line when the retreat began; i heard no order given, and i did not see any given, except..twenty or thirty men from our lines, in the rear of the column, whom i did not recognize for volunteers.
they were mostly young men, with two or three gray hairs among them, and i believe they had.been in the battle the whole day. they seemed quite fresh, and acted.on their own impulse. i asked one of them who they were, but he did not know who.had given
the order, and seemed more astonished than myself that we should be retreating." "i was a..little down in the ranks, that day," said he, "and i could then see but little. about five o'clock, when the line began to give way, i was under the gun of my section. i had

not noticed that our line was broken until i heard the shouts of those that were behind me and was afraid that the end was near.i walked as fast as i could to the rear, but it was almost dark before i got there. 5ec8ef588b
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